
About “The Experience”
The Kindness Challenge™ enables children to see
that the choices they make on a daily basis dictate
their success as a student and as a person.  

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Altruistic qualities-
Victor stresses the importance of qualities such as
kindness, respect, giving, and caring and provides
suggestions for incorporating them in daily life.

HEROES
Through song and interactive discussion, Victor 
illustrates the importance of identifying people in 
our lives that we can learn from.

LESSON IN SESSION
During the original song audience members acting
out a scenario that demonstrates the art of giving and
kindness.

THE KINDNESS CHALLENGE
In a concluding exercise that notes the importance of
commitment, Victor challenges students to do an act
of kindness for someone within one week.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FOLLOW-UP STUDY
Encourage The Kindness Challenge 
Class discussion of the altruistic qualities 
Written assignment regarding personal heroes

Questions?
847/331-8487
victor@victorpacini.com

The Kindness Challenge
Study Guide for...

MUSIC TO MESSAGE SOLUTION™ 
The primary mission of VIC. is to 
communicate important concepts and 

lessons in a dynamic and entertaining way.  Music is a 
universal way to express these concepts.  VIC proudly uses
original music as the primary tool to convey the core 
of the program.  By using this extremely unique and 
proven method, the music to message solution is just that; 
a solution to teach valuable lessons through a fun and 
entertaining process.

THE UNIQUE CONNECTION™ - Earning trust and being
comfortable during any kind of experience is important.
Obtaining this from an audience is key with VIC.  For 
example, it's not uncommon for victor to sit on the floor 
and make sure he is seeing his audience at eye level.  The
unique connection builds rapport and trust. Therefore, the
message becomes easier to understand.

MESSAGE ADVANTAGE TOOLS™ - The major key to the
live experience is to keep the momentum going long after
the experience ends.   The message advantage tools 
allows for the participants to take home a piece of the key
lessons learned during the experience.  This allows for 
discussion at home and further retention of the valuable 
lessons.  Visit www.victorpacini.com/products for a 
complete catalog of products.  

Victor’s unique approach brings messages to children at their own
level.  For example, it is not uncommon to see him sitting on the
floor singing and connecting with the audience.  His mission is to
inspire and help children reach their true potential and to help
them realize the importance of respecting themselves and others.
By accomplishing this goal, he will make this world a better place
one child at a time. 
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Follow Up Questions 
victor@victorpacini.com

K-2

1. What does “The No Magic Kingdom” song mean to you?

2. Can you name the 4 magic words? 

3. Who are your Heroes?

4. Is it good to have your blinders on or off?

5.  What is The Kindness Challenge?

3-5

1. What does the “V” song mean to you?

2. Why is it important to have courage?

3. Why is it important to surround yourself with positive 
people?

4.  Who are your Heroes?

5.  What was the overall theme of “Lesson in Session”?

 


